"Logical" Thinking Key
Pts: 50 (1 point each)
1) 1:00 p.m.

28) 6 (its 2 ears plus 1 ear of corn each trip)

2) none (no dirt is in the hole)

29) neither (roosters do not lay eggs)

3) $0.20

30) both

4) none (as tide comes up boat goes up)

31) yes (does not celebrate it though)

5) 1 (one per yr.)

32) 1 brick (the very last one to “complete” it)

6) once – after that you are taking it away from 20

33) 2 (inside & outside)

7) 2 minutes

34) yes by $99

8) Mt. Everest

35) 99 days

9) none (all unlisted so none in the book)

36) you do not bury survivors

10) all 12

37) one haystack

11) white (north pole polar bear)

38) same number (one 2nd in each month)

12) 1/2 way (then it is running out of the woods)

39) every year

13) nickel and 1/2 dollar: "other" one is the nickel

40) 6 (5 sons and one common sister)

14) 9 sheep

41) The man gets nothing; he is dead (widow)

15) 60 minutes (a windup clock has no A.M. setting)

42) 1 penny then the box is no longer empty

16) 2 apples
17) your age

43) (a) There "are" not There "is"
(b) errors not errers
(c) There are only two errors in the sentence!

18) 12 stamps

44) meat

19) 3 people.

45) 10001

20) neither (can not date B.C.)
21) neither (yolk is yellow)

46) none
(polar bears live in the Artic
and peguins in the Antartic)

22) no direction (electric train so no smoke)

47) “incorrectly”

23) neither; both are the same

48) none (an only son has no brother)

24) you

49) mama cow (there is no such thing as a mama bull)

25) none; (antique clocks can’t talk)

50) Mary

26) the match

Bonus: 1 point for writing and not printing name(s)
above the dashed lines

27) 21 days
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